Senior Spotlight

Name: Kaede (KAH eh deh) “Maple Tree” Johnson—Boo

Hometown: Pacific Grove, CA—“America’s Last Hometown” “Butterfly Town, USA”

What will you miss the most about the English major? Its balance of the classic literatures of the past with the varied idioms of the present (plagiarized)

What literary character do you think is the most like you? Margarita Luisa “Maggie” Chascarrillo

What book from an English course are you the happiest that you’ve read? Not a book, but “Song of Myself” ne’er done me wrong

Where are your English skills going to take you next year? Narnia

If you could bring anyone to Spring Concert, who would it be? The Man with the Yellow Hat - no better caretaker for this monkey

“A feeling of exultation overtook her, as if some power of significant import had been given her to control the working of her body and her soul. She grew daring and reckless, overestimating her strength. She wanted to swim far out, where no woman had swum before.”
Name: Corley Arthur Miller

Hometown:
Sarasota,
Florida

What was the best part of exam comps?
Finding secrets in books I hadn’t really liked before.

What would your ideal outfit be for a vacation in Las Vegas?
Cleats and a Hawaiian shirt (yeah GoP)

If you had to produce a new reality tv show, what would you make your participants do?
It might be fun to turn the casting process for a regular tv show into a reality show: get a bunch of unknown actors and have them all play the same scenes and then get eliminated or whatever. At the end of it you’d have a show (sitcom? drama?) with actors who the audience really knew.

If you could create any new English course at Carleton, what would it be?
Modernism.

Plans for next year?
Teaching for America in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.

Favorite Book?
Swann’s Way, probably.